
Homemade fabric bunnies
Instructions No. 1707
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Easter bunny sewing  made easy: This cute bunny band is perfect as a decorative eye-catcher on the windowsill or a chest of drawers at
Easter time. The sewing project is quick and easy to implement and can therefore also be sewn by sewing beginners.

First download the design template and cut it out. Then lay the fabric right sides together (printed motif is inside) and transfer the template to the fabric you
have chosen. When cutting, please allow for a seam allowance of about 1 cm 

Now you can sew the fabric together and thus the Easter bunny. You have to leave the seam between the ears open for the later filling. Then cut small notches
along the ears into the seam edges just before the seam, so that the ears can be better shaped later. Now the two corners of the bottom must be folded
crosswise to the longitudinal seam. Then a short seam is stitched across the formed Lace ones, so that the bottom becomes a rectangle 

Now turn the bunny and fill it with cotton wool. Now you have to sew the open seam between the ears by hand e.g. with a ladder stitch. Now add a double knot
over it, so that the ears also get their desired shape. Finally you can finish with a Fabric painting pen paint your eyes and nose on the fabric.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
14772 Fabric package "Florella Rosé", set of 4 1
14774 Fabric package "Blue Pasion", set of 4 1
302739-73 Marabu textile painter, 2-4 mmBlack 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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